The

SCHLUMBERGER suite can be accessed through a separate
entrance door located at 3, rue des Tripiers.

Before accessing the suite, don’t forget to retrieve the keys
kept in the keys safe of the building located at 21 B, Grand’rue
(the entrance to which is actually located on rue Basque)
If you will be walking there from the Colmar raillway station, click the link below to find your way
on the map: http://www.GARE-G.COLMARAPPART.FR
Arrival by car, enter the into your GPS: 21 grand’rue 68000 Colmar
You can park in front of the supermarket CASINO for free 30 minutes with a parking disc.

Once you have your keys, get out of the building and turn left,
then continue straight down, the rue Basque, and turn right twice

The green arrow indicates the entrance

door to SCHLUMBERGER suite

To retrieve keys of SCHLUMBERGER SUITE :
Go to 21 B Grand’rue above "CASINO Shop" supermarket.
Entrance of this building will be found in rue Basque

Entrance of the building is on rue Basque at your left
PIN CODE to building entrance

Once you have entered the building, you will find the lift on your right.
continue straight on and pass the lift, you will find the key safes on your right.
Apartment Keysafes

Parking keysafe
Turn the OPEN handle clockwise 180° to open the KeySafe.If the combination code
is set correctly the OPEN handlewill turn fully and the locking pin will retract.

If the OPEN handle does not turn
release the locking pin and push and slide down

Once you have your keys, get out of the building and turn left,
then continue straight down, the rue Basque, and turn right twice
The entire COLMARAPPART team wishes you a pleasant stay !
For any question or assistance regarding your arrival,
or anytime during your stay, our guest customer service is here to help you
guest customer service 24/7 dialling +33.3.67.84.00.51
email contact@colmarappart.fr
for assistance in German +33.3.67.84.00.47, and for Spanish +33.3.67.84.00.49

